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Color Constant: Hearne Pardee’s Recent Works
—Christina Kee

T

he pairing of the observable with the intuited
has been a constant in Hearne Pardee’s work
for decades. His landscape-based paintings and
collages sprawl from and jostle into the viewer’s field
of vision, splitting attention between articulations of
real space and contrasting color-block combinations
that assert an alternate and abstracted reading of
the subject. Despite working through a wide

range of media and within a framework of interests that
extend well beyond the pictorial, Pardee has tenaciously
pursued an engagement with image making that is
both fixed in the particular and rootlessly associative.
So persistent is the duality as to suggest origin not in
exploration but in instinct: as though the artist is driven
to extrapolate the fullness of daily, lived experience from
the universal possibilities of the pure color spectrum.

Garden Grid—acrylic and collage,
50”x38,” 2016
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COLOR IS INITIALLY THE MOST COMPELLING ASPECT OF PARDEE’S WORK.

IT IS INVITING, MYSTERIOUS AND TOTALLY ACTIVE.
—Christina Kee

I

n works like the Madrone series (2012), for example,
collage color-blocks deliberately punctuate the
depicted suburban scene in a visual rhythm that feels
akin to the natural scans and pauses of sight. The color
blocks seem at once intrinsically linked to the observed
subject, and yet also external to it. Taken together in
a wider view, their deliberation becomes exuberance—
cluster-type passages revel in the range possible within
a single hue, and colors, as with the greens made
emerald, are often left to run to their highest key. Rich
purples are coaxed from areas where a shadowed gray
might have been more probable, and unalloyed versions
of blue and red advance in places where they might
only be hinted at in nature. Within the “punchiness” of
the overall composition is an unmistakable reverence
for color’s unique communicative powers.

Madrone—acrylic and collage, 50”x76,” 2012
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I

t is not surprising that among Pardee’s earliest studies
in the visual arts was a course with Josef Albers,
whose teaching is synonymous with exploration into
the infinite subject of color relationship. Later studies
with George McNeil, Leland Bell and Esteban Vicente
furthered the artist’s interest in color possibility.

Runners—mixed media,
32”x20,” 2017

The thought-through sophistication that these
influences represent remains relevant to Pardee’s
work, in which color configurations establish
an additional spatial dynamic in his landscapes—
beyond either the illusionism of the depicted scene
or the graphic activity of the picture plane.
The play of contrasts in Pardee’s work additionally hints
at his interest in what he has called “closed-eye seeing.”
The phenomenon first struck him as a young artist
through the films of Stan Brakhage which made pointed
use of the complementary after-effects of sight—those
fleeting color inversions literally glimpsed in blinks
which tantalizingly hint at an entire flip-universe of color
potential. It would not be an exaggeration to say that a
vital aspect of Pardee’s work is a coherent actualization
of modern color theory and experimentation.
Central as this history of influence is to Pardee’s work,
however, it doesn’t ring true as a motivating force. The
artist tellingly describes first using color collage blocks
after countless studies from life left him simply using
the brush to saturate pieces of paper on the side in
order to finally “see the colors I wanted to see.” This
direct equation of color with desire is a powerful one,
and comes closer to addressing the central function of
color in Pardee’s work: to establish a parallel reading
of the space in which all that is subjective, projected,
psychological or memory-oriented in nature is given free
reign. The subject is not really color, but consciousness.
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PARDEE’S COLOR BLOCKS ARE MULTI, RATHER THAN MONO, CHROMATIC

THEY FUNCTION AS CONDUITS OF COMPLEX SENSATION.

P

roust comes to mind here as an apt reference
to Pardee’s work, given the writer’s devotion
to mapping the layers of internal association
brought to the simplest sensations of smell, taste,
and sight. As an undergraduate approaching his
twenties, Pardee in fact published a paper on Proust
in which he teased out the phenomenon of “metasensation” as suggested by the writer, a concept that
has remained at the core of Pardee’s work throughout
his career. Reviewing the monochrome grid-based
paintings of Catherine Lee, Pardee offers a succinct
description oddly applicable to his own work:

“Lee’s patches of paint recall the famous yellow
patch of wall in Vermeer’s View of Delft, which
Marcel Proust’s character, the writer Bergotte,
longingly admires as he dies. Lee’s patches, of
course, are more abstract than Vermeer’s, yet their
regular repetition is undercut by irregularities of
application that keep our attention shifting; elements
group and regroup, as in quantum mechanics,
where individual particles remain indeterminate,
meaning is displaced onto the overall field.”
Interestingly, in Pardee’s most recent works these
parallel color statements are executed as part of, and
in tandem with, the painted surface, rather than as
a superimposed collaged element. It is a subtle, yet
telling, shift in emphasis that more explicitly makes
the connection between these “patches” of abstracted
thought and the processes of our everyday seeing.
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I

f color is the more approachable aspect of
Pardee’s work, the imagery it depicts—its
“drawing,” so to speak, is equally intriguing.
From the early New York and Maine paintings,
through to the studies of New Caledonia
and the current work that explores the
juxtapositions of the California landscape,
Pardee has remained movingly faithful to
working directly from observed experience.

He cites Stieglitz’s emphasis on unaffected
confrontation with the American landscape as
an important early influence in this sense, and
later the writing and poetry of Charles Olson,
whose large-scaled vision remains rooted
always in the specifics of time and place.
“Knowledge is the harvest of attention,” Olson
once wrote. In contrast to the many artists
who aim to create aestheticized statements of
concepts or sensations, Pardee seems dedicated
to discovering and defining precisely this kind of
“new knowledge.” Underlying Pardee’s approach is
a very human concern with the way the places we
inhabit, and see everyday, occupy our minds. With
workman-like brushstrokes and blunt pencil lines, he
is getting at just what it is we experience when we
“see,” and the resulting works are compelling images
of places grounded in observation, and inflected—in
the way a long-exposure photograph might be with
changing light effects—with subjective response.

Pardee’s most recent work has become, if anything,
more emphatic in this pursuit, and has moved
in some cases beyond the conventions of the
two-dimensional surface in order to explore the
complexities of sight, perception and memory.

It is in this sense that the unremarkable nature of
the scenes Pardee chooses to paint is important: he
favors awkward alleys, edges of suburbia and nondescript institutional locations, places “requiring
definition” as the artist has said. And his works do
just that—by making concrete experiences of sights
that otherwise slip imperceptibly out of mind.
Path—aoil on linen, 40”x30,” 2017
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Fence—oil on linen, 32”x40,” 2017
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S

oon to be completed is a public work in Sacramento
in the McKinley Village housing complex consisting
of four outdoor painted panels and a tabletop
color “key.” Installed in a loose square formation, they
inspire attention to the surrounding landscape, while
the grid-like key of colors, extracted from observation
and laid forth on the horizontal, additionally sparks a
kind of free-form color scavenger hunt, and encourages
myriad associative discoveries within an otherwise
unremarkable setting. It is an effortlessly generous
work, poised like a question at the meeting point
between outward and inward looking, between the
potential of objective and subjective experience.

Everyday Light, architectural rendering, Mckinley Village
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Everyday Light (study for Mckinley Village public project),
acrylic and collage, four panels, each 15”x19,” 2016
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F

or another recent series, Pardee has been working
extensively from a local park near his home in Davis,
CA. This park came about as the end result of a
struggle between conservationists and developers, and,
like so many of our semi-natural landscapes, possesses
the haphazard appearance of mixed intentions: with

tenuous paths and barriers, and vegetation alternately
reigned in and overgrown. Pardee simply records
the park in video as he walks its circumference, and
then uses this oddly compelling footage as source
material for works on paper, distilling a still image
from the visual stream of a landscape seen in passing.

T

hrough the current of overabundant source
material (and within the basic impossibility of
the project) the “substance” of Pardee’s work is
made explicit: not the landscape itself, but instead
the visual field of information that we equate with the
experience of sight. For Pardee this field is not defined
by divisions of near or far, or named or unnamed, but

instead exists as a totality where our surroundings
are taken in all-at-once. Pieces like Expanded Field
(2017) that grapple with terrain seen from a moving
vantage point valiantly sacrifice the cohesion of
expected landscape forms to make clear that this
“field” is not necessarily subject to temporal division.

Expanded Field—mixed media on paper, 2017
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Video Painting and Scroll—mixed media on paper, 50”x50,” 2017

T

he views seen several yards and many minutes
apart on a walk may physically differ in every
respect, and yet exist in our minds as the
“same” view. As the circumferential nature of the
new subjects further suggests, our most immediate
vision includes a little of everything around us, both
of what came before and what’s to come next.

In Pardee’s work the flow of information in which
we are immersed is held in sight, and in mind, by a
network of subjective and associative underpinnings
—through the color that frames, grids, and asserts
itself so powerfully in nearly every mature work
that the artist has made. —Christina Kee

Christina Kee is a New York based artist and writer. She has been a contributor to artcritical
and hyperallergic, and appeared several times as a panelist on artcritical’s Review Panel. She
has written numerous catalog essays, including pieces on Esteban Vicente and Jack Bush,
and most recently on Helen Frankenthaler’s works as collected by William Louis-Dreyfus.
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I STOOD ON THE CORNER OF 8TH STREET AND 6TH AVENUE IN 1970

AND EXPERIENCED THE URGE TO PAINT THE ENERGY AND
COMPLEXITY OF THE VISUAL WORLD AROUND ME.

M

y work from the everyday landscape began as a student in New York,
when I stood on the corner of 8th Street and 6th Avenue in 1970
and experienced the urge to paint the energy and complexity of the
visual world around me. It was the sort of urban epiphany the Situationists
would seek out (although I didn’t know of them then) or the sort of subject
that might inspire Henri Cartier-Bresson, who found surreality in the
dense, ongoing interactions of the street—situations too multi-layered to be
consciously absorbed, in which our normal, focused vision breaks down.

There was a sense of expansion at that time, an emphasis on performance
and happenings, on the music of John Cage, on absorbing our overall context
in an unfocused way. But I moved into it slowly, devoted to Cézanne’s process
of direct observation, even if my work at that time was more often compared
to Hopper. While I remain much more interested in the constructive approach
of Cézanne and Matisse, I’ve come to appreciate in Hopper what film scholars
have called the “blind field”—a sense that something is coming from outside the
frame that lends tension to the space of the everyday. In work from observation
I continually confront the question posed by Giacometti: what do we see?
Moving west to the newly constructed suburban environment of California
inspired a deeper engagement with the everyday landscape and an expanded
scale of collage, which has helped me break with more naturalistic depiction.
Inspired by Alva Noe’s writings on the visual field and Peter Campus’s
combination of photography and video, I’ve juxtaposed images in multi-panel
compositions and utilized video as a tool. By recording the circumference of a
local park, I’ve eliminated static frames; I work from what de Kooning called a
“slipping glimpse,” or simply from empty screens of gridded colors that stand for
the undifferentiated visual field we impose on what lies before us. I’ve begun to
integrate the colored squares of collage into my oil paintings from observation,
involving my eye and body more physically in questioning, “What do we see?”

Hearne Pardee—artist’s
studio, 2017
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School—acrylic collage, 19”x25,” 2017
Elliptical Field—acrylic collage, 19”x24,” 2017
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Figures in a Park—mixed media on paper, 19”x25,” 2017
Corner—acrylic and collage, 19”x25,” 2016
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Chronology of Work
Solo Exhibitions
2016—Peripheral Vision, Bowery Gallery,
New York, NY
2014—Screens and Passages (2-person),
Shasta College Art Gallery, Redding, CA
—Souvenir: New Caledonia, Robert Else
Gallery, Sacramento State University, CA
2013—[He Said, She Said...],
Adler&Co. Gallery, San Francisco, CA
2013—Everyday Light: Oil Paintings,
1976-2006, Alex Bult Gallery,
Sacramento, CA
2012—New York Paintings, Building 43
Lobby at Google, Mountain View, CA
2012—Visual Resources, Bowery Gallery,
New York, NY
2011—Displaced, University Gallery,
California State University, Stanislaus, CA
2010—Field and Frame, Bowery Gallery,
New York, NY
2007—Weigand Gallery, Belmont, CA
(2-person)
2006—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
2004—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
2003—Gone West, John Natsoulas
Gallery, Davis, CA (4-person)
2000—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
—Washington Art Association,
Washington Depot. CT (3-person)
1998—Bowery Gallery,. New York, NY
1995—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
—Monty Stabler Galleries,
Birmingham, AL (2-person)
1994—Second Street Gallery,
Charlottesville, VA (2-person)
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Overall Field—photographic collaboration
with Tim Hyde, 2014

1992—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
—Congress Square Gallery, Portland, ME
(2-person)
—Hollins College, Roanoke, VA
1989—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
1986—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
—Jersey City Museum, Jersey City, NJ
(2-person)
1985—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
1984—Colby College Museum, Waterville,
ME (2-person)
1983—College of William and Mary,
Williamsburg, VA (2-person)
1982—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
—University of Maine, Farmington, ME
1981—Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
1979—French National Theater,
Caen, France
Public Projects
2015—Mckinley Village Park,
outdoor installation, Sacramento,
CA, commissioned by Sacramento
Metropolitan Arts Commission

2010—On the Go: Travel Sktechbooks
of Artists, Architects and Poets, Terminal
B, Sacramento International Airport,
Sacramento, CA

—The Nature of Landscape, San Francisco
Studio School, San Francisco, CA

2009—Franklin Boulevard Urban
Plein Air Project, painting mural at
Gunther’s Ice Cream Parlor on Franklin
Boulevard, commissioned by Sacramento
Metropolitan Arts Commission

2008—Surface and Substance: Works on
Paper, San Francisco Studio School, San
Francisco, CA

Residencies
2016—American Academy in Rome,
Visiting Artist
1996, 2005—Yosemite National Park,
Artist in Residence
1986—Djerassi Foundation,
Woodside, CA
Selected Group Exhibitions
2016—New York Studio School Alumni
Exhibition, curated by Andrew Arnot and
Leslie Heller
—K rowsworkerswork, Krowswork Gallery,
Oakland, CA
2015—Bowery Gallery, New York
2013—2013 Redux, Alex Bult Gallery,
Sacramento, CA
2012—Flatlanders on the Slant, Nelson
Gallery, UC Davis, Davis, CA
—Between the Quotes: Art Faculty at UC
Davis, Pence Gallery, Davis, CA
2009—Geomorph: New Currents in
Geometric and Biomorphic Abstraction,
curated by David Roth, Pence Gallery,
Davis, CA

—A rtists in Residence, The Yosemite
Museum, Yosemite, California

2006—Nine at Gaia, Gaia Arts Center,
Berkeley, CA
—F latlanders: A Regional Roundup,
Nelson Art Gallery, Davis, CA, curated
by Renny Pritikin
2005—From Post-War to Postmodernism,
Leroy Nieman Galleries, Columbia
University, New York, NY,
2004—The Continuous Mark, Forty Years
of the New York Studio School, New York
Studio School, curated by Jennifer Samet
—See California Now, Gallery C,
Hermosa Beach, CA, curated by
Peter Frank
2003—Drawing Conclusions: Work by
Artist-Critics, New York Arts Center,
New York, NY, curated by Judy Collischan
—The Other Side, B. Sakata Garo Gallery,
Sacramento, CA
1999—Perceptual Drawings, Wright
State University, Dayton, OH, juried by
Rosemarie Beck

1990—121 Wooster Street NYC,
Contemporary Realist Gallery,
San Francisco, CA
1987—Artists Who Teach in Maine,
Maine Coast Artists, Rockport, ME
1986—Landscape, College of William
and Mary, Williamsburg, VA
1981—Hudson River Museum, juried
group exhibition, Yonkers, NY
1980—Small Works, Washington Square
East Gallery, New York, NY, juried by
Patterson Sims

Home, what’s closest to us, resides
in the details of windows, doors and
driveways, and particularly in the personal
responses they provoke. Work from
observation offers a way to record these
responses, which vary from day to day.

1998—Yosemite Renaissance XIII,
Yosemite National Park, CA, juried by
Ted Orland and Karen Tsujimoto
1991—Contemporary Landscapes,
Art Institute of Boston, Boston, MA
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Nédivin Shelter—acrylic and collage, 2011

Morning—acrylic with collage, 15”x19,” 2016

